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REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP
SPECIALIST'S MEETING ON METHODS AND PRACTICES IN THE FIELD

OF NUCLEAR DATA COVARIANCE

The Working Group portion of Chis Specialist's Meeting was asked to
assess the status of the field, needs, and what future actions by interna-
tional organizations might be helpful. International cooperation is facil-
itated by the commonality of formats, terminology, and approaches that was
apparent at the meeting.

The group approached its task starting from expressions of needs for
covariance files in the various fields. The effort was to identify the
materials and reactions for which covariance data are needed, and the
desired level of detail as a function of energy. Differences among the
types of data required for the various applications were to be noted.

In the meeting it was apparent that uncertainty analysis for complex
neutronic systems has become very sophisticated, and that would-be users of
covariance information have had to use preliminary and hypothetical covari-
ance data to estimate the effects of uncertainty; the need was evident to
obtain and distribute well-founded nuclear data covariance evaluations.

Most of the paragraphs below were written by working group partici-
pants expert in the various fields, and these are credited. The chairman
also acknowledges the corrections and revisions offered by the participants
on reviewing the draft report.

I. NEEDS FOR NUCLEAR DATA COVARIANCE FILES

A. Fission Reactor Core Physics «

1. For core physics applications (fast, thermal, or intermediate spectrum
reactors) the covariance data are needed for smooth data, for the
parameters of a few major low energy resonances, for thermal energy
data (Axton type), and eventually in the epithermal range to prescribe
shapes in energy (e.g. for »j). Concerning inelastic scattering the
priority is for covariance data on the total inelastic cross sections;
secondary energy distribution uncertainties are needed with a lower
priority. In the resonance range (-10 keV to a few eV), the need is
mostly for information relating to the average cross sections.

2. The data are preferred and raore urgently needed for 10 to 15 fairly
large energy bands, e.g.: 10 to 5 MeV, 5 to 1.35 MeV, 1.35 to 0.5 MeV,
500 to 100 keV, 100 to 30 keV, 30 keV to 10 keV, 10 keV to 3 keV,
3 keV to 1 keV, 1 keV to 300 eV, 300 eV to 100 eV. The detail between
30 keV and 100 eV can be sufficient to represent a meaningful energy
grid by which users and evaluators can exchange information, e.g.
results of adjustments which can be further used to finalize evalua-
tions. Below 100 eV down to thermal, 4 to 5 energy bands can be suf-
ficient and in these bands some specific resonance parameter



uncortninti.es and corrcUu ions ,u e needed (<•.,(;. i he fir.st three reso-
nances Of 2 3 8U, Ihe ?/t0]'u Ml.',! I . .SOiKHH'e)

3. The nuclides and reactions of interest are:

- The major accinides (238U, 2 3 5U, 239Pu, 240Pu, 2'4lPu) fission
and capture cross sections, and v with emphasis on the fiosile
nuclides. The <-3 Û, 23^U, and 23"Pu inelastic cross sections,
and 235y ancj 239pu fissiOn spectra can be valuable.

- The structural materials (Fe, Cr, Ni) capture, inelastic,and
total cross sections.

- The light elements (oxygen, sodium, water) elastic (total) cross
sections

For thermal data, the Axton-type of data should be used.

4. Cross correlations are considered very important (between reactions
and between nuclides) and should systematically be made available.

5. Simple "diagonal" terms can be of interest for some minor isotopes,
like 241Am or 2 3 6U.

6. It is worthwhile to stress that completeness and ready availability
should have priority over sophistication. Evaluators should be
encouraged to provide very simple quantitative estimates, even reduc-
ing drastically the number of points given in the appropriate files,
together with reasonable interpolation rules to help processing. The
evaluation of covariances should be mandatory, but should not increase
the effort involved in an evaluation in an excessive way.

7. A comment on the needed accuracy of covariance data* Correlation
coefficients are probably needed with an accuracy of -20%. Coeffi-
cients below, say, 0.10, are probably unnecessary on the coarse energy
grid indicated above unless the values are consistent over a very
large energy range. Diagonal elements ("main" uncertainties) are
needed to.about 10% accuracy (i.e. 2% or 2.2% are equivalent from a
user's point of view), with some notable exceptions such as covariance
data in the thermal range.

8. Finally, ySeff-related uncertainties (delayed neutron spectra and
yields), which are available on a fine (experimental) level, should be
organized in a standard user-oriented format according to current
schemes.

Max Salvatores



B. Fast Reactor Shielding

Tin- main need in last reactor shielding is to have covariance data applica-
ble to iron shields. In the keV range, the energy grid structure should be
sufficiently tight in the "window" regions to allow their effects to be
considered. The "vitamin" cross section libraries contain some narrow
groups for this purpose, and this energy grid structure might be adopted
for covariance analysis. (Note that this application is quite different
from those for core physics in that here the applicable spectrum weighting
function has very strong structure.)

In the MeV incident neutron energy region there may be need for
covariance data for shield materials covering inelastic scattering and the
secondary neutron energy distribution.

C. Fission Reactor Fuel Cycle

In fuel cycle studies che main interest of the data users is the pred-
iction of the amounts of the several materials or nuclides in the various
parts of the fuel cycle. Of particular interest are the actinides and fis-
sion products and the radiations (a, 0, 7, and neutrons) emanating from
them. The production of 236pu (a precursor of ThC' - a strong 7-emitter)
and 242cra ancj 244^m (spontaneous fission neutron emitters) are particularly
important. The correct description of the branching ratios and their
covariances in the (n,2n) reaction of "/^p and the (n,7) reactions of
^ '•Am (and to a lesser extent *̂*̂ Am) are of the highest priority.

The calculation of fission product arisings is relevant to many
aspects such as

a. decay heat (or afterheat),

b. reactivity loss with fuel burn up,

c. reactor control and kinetics through the delayed neutron emission (see
E below),

d. fuel burn-up determination, and

e. fuel reprocessing.

The evaluated fission yields are necessarily correlated as a result of the
way they are measured and evaluated, and these correlations will probably
need to be represented in the files. However, it may be premature to
define the necessary format at this stage as the form and extent of the
correlations will only become available when the evaluation(s) currently in
progress has been completed.

Mike Sowerby



D. Fission 1'owc.r Reactor Pressure Vessel Surveillance

The following conclusions are based 01. t.he outcome of t.ht: IAI-'.A RKALHA
exercise and the discussions in this meeting.

1. The a-priori neutron spectrum should be generated in a medium-fine
energy group structure together with its covariance matrix. (The
number of groups lies within the limits 50 to 100, mainly 50 to 60.)
This job requires the availability of

a. the absorption, fission, elastic and inelastic scattering cross
sections and their covariance matrices for all the surrounding
materials (».£. for the moderators: light and heavy water, gra-
phite) ,

b. information on the energy distributions of the scattered neutrons
(.e.g. from iron, 2^°U) and the covariance matrices of these spec-
tra, .LI data on the angular distribution of the scattered neu-
trons in Pi approximation (parameters and their covariance
matrices),

r.. the fission spectra of the most important components
2-*9pu) of the fuel and their covariance matrices. It should be
checked that all the covariance matrices OIJ the user's energy
group structure are positive semidefinite. In certain cases
proper interpolation rules may be needed.

The evaluation of the dosimeter activities uses as input data the
gamma-ray emission probabilities (gamma abundances). The covariance
matrices of these should be developed with higher priority for the
radionuclides having nor.-well-known data. (In the first phase the
radionuclides having gamma abundances characterized with 2% and more
relative uncertainty should be investigated.) This,judgement is based
on the idea that other uncertainties will tend to dominate if the
decay scheme is very well known.

The covariance matrices of the dosimetry reaction cross sections
should be available for all the reactions used in practice. (See:
W. L. Zijp and T. H. Baard, "Nuclear Data Guide for Reactor Neutron
Metrology," Report EUR7164EN, Luxenbouig, 1981.) These matrices on
the user's energy group structure should be positive semidefinite.*

The a-posCeriori neutron spectrum at the surveillance position
describes the source term of the extrapolation of the radiation damage
exposure parameters to the LWR pressure vessel wall, etc. The extra-
polation procedure may then be performed in a coa-ser (e.g., 20 to 30)
group structure. The necessary data are similar to the ones described

* Such positive semidefinite matrices are only approximations to the
correct positive definite ones not likely to be available on a medium-
fine group structure. The consequences of these approximations "are of
concern. (See proceedings of the September 1986 IAEA Consultant's
Meeting on results of the REAL84 exercise.)



in paragraph 1, but the data <m the auj'.ul.ii <h\: i :!>ui ion arc needed in
t13 approx imat ion.

b. The users of the covariance data should he supplied with utility pro-
grams to treat the covariance files mentioned above, The workshop
participants propose that the IAEA support the development of these
programs.

The practical benefit of the use of better quality data in the surveillance
programs would bs less-uncertain prediction of the service life of power
reactors; therefore, a longer service life might be licensed by the safety
authorities.

Egon Szondi

E. Delayed Neutron Parameters for Fission

Delayed neutron information is required for reactor kinetics and con-
trol, and also for safeguards and neutron assay methods. It is also of use
to the nuclear physics and astrophysics communities.

Present data may be divided among two classes: (a) that for indivi-
dual precursors, and (b) aggregate information where data is typically
presented in a group formalism (Keepin's six groups being the most common).
Spectra have been measured both for separated precursors and in an aggre-
gate way.

1. For separated precursors, Pn values have been evaluated for approxi-
mately 85 nuclides, and some correlations exist between different
nuclides because common experimental techniques were employed. These
values are combined with fission yield data in order to produce param-
eters required for reactor use; this implies the requirement for
corresponding uncertainty information for the yields file. Currently,
additional information is added on the basis of nuclear physics models
for a further -190 precursors for which no Pn values have been meas-
ured. While this procedure opens the possibility of propagating the
effect of uncertainty of model parameters, this refinement would be
unlikely to add much to the understanding of the final desired parame-
ters because the precursors for which measured data have been
evaluated represent the vast majority of delayed neutron emissions in
typical fissioning systems.

2. Aggregate information. Total yields: evaluation efforts such as that
being undertaken by Tuttle, which combine variation with energy with
systematics among fissioning nuclides, will produce output which is
correlated between energy groups and between nuclides. The resultant
correlation information should be made available to users.

Group yields and decay constants: there is some study of the signifi-
cance of using another number of groups to represent delayed neutron
emission; however, it is unlikely that the user community will move
rapidly away from the traditional six groups of Keepin. The



ovaluat.ion of jroi.p parameters, either from .sunwint. ion of individual
precursors or from aggregate yield measurements, leads Co fractional
yields and decay parameters which are very highly correlaced. This
correlation information must be made available in the data files.

Spectra: experimental groups measuring separated precursor or aggre-
gate spectra are using covariance techniques, and the capability
exists for producing eo/ariance information on derived group spectra.
It is not yet clear what degree of detail is required by the user com-
munity.

David Weaver

F. Fusion Reactor Blanket and Shielding

Fusion-reactor operation will involve many of the same phenomena as
fission reactors and will thus benefit from files assembled for fission
systems studies. Because of the long time scale foreseen for fusion
development, the near-term accuracy requirements will, in general, be less
demanding for fusion wherever the needs overlap.

Even so, fusion reactors will place certain additional requirements on
data and covariance files for four main reasons:

1. The fusion neutron source rate per watt will be about ten times higher.

2. The average neutron energy is much higher.

3. The number of different materials present in a "typical" fusion
blanket will be larger.

4. The blanket geometry will be more complicated, because of design
features such as large vacuum ports and plasma divei»tors.

For several of these reasons, it is essential to have complete covari-
ance information on the secondary-neutron angle and energy distributions,
especially those from neutron interactions above 10 MeV. By "complete," we
mean that the eyaluator should provide reaction angle energy correlation
information in sufficient detail that the user can reasonably estimate the
covariance between one double-differential cross section and another,

where a (E',8) is the differential neutron emission spectrum at secon-
dary neutron energy E' and angle 8 from the incident neutron direction.

Because of the greater material complexity, fusion uncertainty
analysis will frequently require cross-material covariances between dif-
ferent construction materials (the various components of steel, aluminum,
lead, tungsten, etc.)



It is also important to have covariances for various neutron effects,
especially tritium-production cross section.'; and data related to heat depo-
sition.

D. W. Muir and D. Weaver

G. Fusion Reactor Dosimetry

There is a strong overlap between the needs for dosimetry data
expressed by the fusion energy community and the needs for fission reactor
dosimetry. The major difference is a reduced emphasis on non-threshold
dosimeters with very low energy response, for obvious reasons. The stated
requests for uncertainty information for fusion dosimetry applications are
not very detailed. They typically amount to a blanket accuracy request,
generally of the order of 5%. Realistically, the uncertainty information
needs are more extensive. No particular difficulty is foreseen from a for-
mat point of view in accommodating these needs. That is, an energy range
up to 20 MeV and provision of pointwise differential cross-section informa-
tion (with contemporary detail) and covariances (with improved detail) in
ENDF/B or equivalent format should be adequate. It is planned for Version
VI to enlarge the ENDF/B-V Dosimetry File (which is widely used in this
field) to include several additional reactions.

Some requests have been received from the fusion community for data on
specialized reactions of interest for plasma diagnostics. Since it is not
evident whether a consensus exists on these selections, it is probably
premature to consider them for the evaluated files for this purpose only.

The general experience of analysts who use the existing dosimetry
files for unfolding applications in the several-MeV energy range is that
there are unacceptable deficiencies in several of the evaluated cross-
section sets, and in the covariances. In the latter case, the inadequacy
of the correlation information may be of more serious consequence than the
variances. However, there are situations where the given variances are so
large that the influence of the corresponding dosimeter activities on the
unfolding process is either too small or too uncertain (e.g., the
93Nb(r\.n')93mNh, reaction).

Many of these issues were raised at a recent meeting held at. Argonne
National Laboratory. A data needs list from the fusion community was com-
piled and reviewed in conjunction with this meeting. Dosimetry needs were
included. Currently, the emphasis within the fusion community is mainly on
neutron dosimetry for tritium fuel breeding, for radiation damage assess-
ment, and for prediction of the buildup of long-lived activities in reactor
structural materials.

* Meeting of the Coordinated Fusion Nuclear Data Programs of the Division
of Basic Energy Sciences, U.S. Department of Energy, Argonne National
Laboratory, September 17-19, 1986. The Proceedings will be issued as
an Ohio University report early in 1987. Copies can be obtained from
the meeting secretary, Dr. Harold Knox, Accelerator Laboratory, Physics
Department, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio, U.S.A.



Ic seems advisable to empha?; i ;•.(• improvement of the intrinsic quality
of the contemporary rvalual cd do.-; i m. • tr v c ross - sec t i on data files, including
covariances, for those reactions which have been widely used in the p.̂ st
and will continue to be used for fast-neutron spectrum adjustment and dam-
age assessment. Careful attention ought to be given to the matter of
correlations. In principle, cross - react ion correlation information would
be useful, but it is probably unrealistic to anticipate significant pro-
gress in this area for the near term.

D. L. Smith

H. Chairman's Summary on Needs

In comparing the categories of need for covariance data outlined
above, several points stand out:

a. Only for pressure vessel surveillance and fast reactor shielding is
need apparent for a fine energy grid (>15 energy regions) in the pro-
cessed covariance data. In the first case, most present nuclear power
plants employ pressure vessels subject to radiation effects surveil-
lance , so covariance evaluators have good reason to satisfy needs for
pressure vessel dosimetry. In the second case, the sensitivity pro-
files in some instances have large, magnitude in limited energy
regions.

b. The need for covariance data for secondary energy and angle distribu-
tions is mentioned only for fusion blanket performance and perhaps for
shield design.

c. For the one area in which enough analysis has been performed to allow
assessment, fission core physics, the energy group structure for pro-
cessed multigrcup covariance matrices may be rather coarse (10 to 15
groups), but the covariance elements are believed to be nee >d to some
precision. When the covari^ince evaluator's energy 5rid includes
values that differ from the energy group boundaries used in neutronics
analysis, the covariance data processing introduces some reduction of
processed covariance values. The requested precision therefore gives
covariance.evaluators the incentive to provide data with a finer
energy structure than would otherwise be warranted, or to select
energy grid values likely to be coincident with processed cross-
section group boundaries.

II. AVAILABILITY OF SENSITIVITY AND UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
TO UTILIZE EVALUATED COVARIANCE FILES

There was general consensus that capabilities to propagate uncertain-
ties and otherwise employ nuclear data covariance libraries are far
advanced relative to our knowledge of the covariance data itself. The
needed techniques have been demonstrated except possibly for the applica-
tion of sensitivity techniques to certain neutronics calculations performed
using "continuous energy" Monte Carlo.



II. AVA11.A151UTY OF FORMATS TO KKTRFSKNT KVAl.UATUD COVARIANCK DATA

Thi' Kuro|K',-ui Community effort KI'F (Kurope.in Fusion File) atul the
Nuolrar Kni'i'gy Agency D.it.i Bank project JF.F (Joint Evaluated File) will
both vise KNOF formats. Distributions by tin; NF.A data bank have been
entirely of raultigroup processed data. JENDL has not yet defined formats,
but will consider the F.NDF ones.

It was noted that ENDF/B-V formats were incapable of including the
correlation between 2200 m/s v and af, a weakness expected to be removed in
the ENDF-VI formats. Uncertainties and correlations of Westcott g-factors
cannot be represented because they are not ENDF/B cross-section parameters.
Otherwise, the main lacks noted in ENDF/B-V were covariance formats for
secondary energy and angle distributions.

Some general concern was expressed about the clumsiness of handling
covariance data within the ENDF file structure. Specific concern was
expressed that covariance file processing was made unnecessarily complex by
the restrictions of Fortran.

IV. AVAILABILITY OF COVARIANCE FILE PROCESSING CODES

Code systems exist in several centers for processing data in the
existing ENDF/B-V covariance file formats to multigroup form. These sys-
tems typically provide plotting facilities. At the initial level, the NNDC
checking codes perform certain tests on evaluated covariance files. How-
ever, it was generally agreed that a more complete system of widely avail-
able test codes is needed, including a minimum capability to plot and tabu-
late the data on the evaluator's energy grid and a desired capability to
show that the matrix is positive semidefinite. Since in.the ENDF covari-
ance formats some components are absolute and some are relative, a complete
covariance matrix even for a specific reaction cannot be developed without
processing cross section as well as covariance files.

V. AVAILABILITY OF METHODS FOR EVALUATING NUCLEAR DATA COVARIANCE QUANTITI

Whenever an evaluation of neutron cross sections is performed using
one of the least-squares techniques, and if the input data are weighted
with the inverse cf their covariance matrix, the covariance matrix for the
output parameters is obtained. This data should be valid when there is
consistency among the input data and, if curve fitting is involved, with
the family of fitting functions employed. When consistency among input
data is not achieved, either (a) use of the propagated uncertainties
implied by the input data covariance matrix or (b) compensating this incon-
sistency by expanding all estimated errors invokes a challenge to the vali-
dity of the whole data combination. Evaluators may find preferable the
expansion of those input uncertainties that have not been well justi'fied by
experimenters.



At this meeting, papers demonstratcil how to obtain output covariance
data both for evaluations involving combinations of pointwise data and for
those requiring adjustment of nuclear model parameters to match experimen-
tal cross sections. The final step, placing the results of large data com-
bination efforts into ENDF or related formats, has not been well demon-
stra':ed.

All these techniques for logical data combination require that covari-
ance information be available for the individual underlying experiments.
Most experimental cross-section papers do not provide sufficient informa-
tion to allow the evaluator to construct the covariance matrix of the
results. However, some experimenters are recognizing that such information
is required if their results are to be fully and properly utilized in sub-
sequent cross section evaluations.

VI. INFORMATION NEEDED FROM EXPERIMENTALISTS IN ORDER TO BE ABLE TO
GENERATE THE COVARIANCES NEEDED FOR EVALUATIONS

It is widely agreed by evaluators that experimenters should make
available the following information on the uncertainties in their experiments:

1. A list of the sources of uncertainty in the experiment should be pro-
vided, with a brief description which will serve to clarify what the
author has done.

2. The partial uncertainty values corresponding to each of these uncer-
tainty sources should be explicitly tabulated, including energy uncer-
tainty and resolution.

3. Critical information on the sensitivity of the experimental results to
parameters which are uncertain (above) should be provided along with
the actual values of the parameters used (e.g., half lives and other
important standards information). »

4. For (systematic) uncertainty components which are either partially or
fully correlated, specific information on the nature of these correla-
tions should be provided. That is, the degree of correlation (in the
range -1 t,p +1) and the explicit data points involved should be speci-
fied. Information on correlations to previous data Is also very
important.

5. Provision of the final data set cove.riance matrix by the experimenter
is net required. By no means should be experimenter provide only the
final covariance matrix and not provide the component information
indicated in items 1 to 4 above.

D. L. Smith and W. P. Poenitz

It is generally felt that tools are available to the careful experi-
menter to enable the necessary covariance data to be obtained. Moreover,
it is believed that similar analysis is required if improved experiment
designs are to be developed. In some cases, covariance data on inputs used
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VII. ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN IMPROVING
COVARIANCE DATA AND USAGE

Several recommendation:; came from the workshop sessions beyond those
inherent in the above text:

a. Covariance data in standard formats should be developed for evaluated
cross sections as required for the several technologies (see I above).

b. Since such covariance files from any two sources would be based on
essentially the same sets of experimental data, they should be compar-
able. Therefore, interchange and comparison of covariance data is
encouraged. In particular, it is recommended that a detailed com-
parison on a suitable energy grid be performed between the results
shown by Kanda et al. at this meeting and those by the CSEWG standards
subcommittee, referred to here in the papers of Poenitz and of Peelle.
The fission cross sections of 2 3 5U, 23°U, and 23^Pu would be a suit-
able data subset for this comparison. If the results initially com-
pared do not agree, it is suggested that the degree of significance of
the differences be explored and the sources of the differences be
sought.

c. When data centers distribute multigroup data sets corresponding to
evaluations for which covariance files exist, multigroup covariance
data should be included.

d. When experimental data sets are offered to a data center, the staff
should ask for further detail if the correlation pa&tern for each com-
ponent of the systematic uncertainty is not indicated. Similarly, the
staff should question the experimenter if no breakdown of experimental
uncertainties is given. It is asked that this recommendation be
included on the agenda of the next meeting of the nuclear data
centers.

e. It is suggested that the importance of covariance information bb
brought to the attention of the participants in the IAEA CRP on Level
Densities and Particle Emission Processes. In particular, the idea
should be introduced that covariances for the fundamental nuclear
model parameters can be deduced from model/data comparisons (e.g.,
Drs. Kanda and Poenitz in this meeting), and that such information
would be extremely useful for applications.

f. For dosimetry reaction products, the compilations of decay scheme data
such as ENSDF should include covariance data for the emissions useful
in determining activation rates.

g. A File 36 covariance data format should be developed for ENDF-VI that
deemphasizes the reaction in which a secondary neutron is generated
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!i. Since evaluated cross sections are now often computed from nuclear
models, a covariance data format for ENDF-VI should be strongly con-
sidered that would contain the covariance matrix of the nuclear model
parameters and, for each reaction type, the energy-dependent deriva-
tives of the computed cross sections with respect to these parameters.
This approach would avoid the intermediate step of placing covariance
data into a complex file structure that would require further approxi-
mation in processing.

i. The values of using the APL computer language for covariance file
manipulation should be considered because of its flexibility in defin-
ing data structures.

j. When a covariance component in an ENDF file is indicated to depend in
part on that for a standard cross section, all the other reaction
types and materials for which data covariance are implied should be
listed. It is recognized that this recommendation is inconsistent
with the sequential development of nuclear data files. For this rea-
son it would be acceptable for this information to be given in the
documentation rather than in the data file itself.

k. The IAEA is asked to organize another meeting in cooperation with the
NEA Data Bank in about three years to discuss status and progress in
the covariance data area. Meanwhile, it would be helpful if the NEA
Data Bank newsletter (NNDEN) would highlight progress in the area of
covariance data evaluation and utilization.

1. It would be helpful to nuclear data evaluators if the program commit-
tees of international nuclear data meetings could ask invited speakers
on data needs to consider for which cases covariance, data are needed.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The Workshop Chairman again thanks the ENEA and Maria Petilli in par-
ticular for so much help in carrying out the agenda and making the partici-
pants comfortable, the IAEA and NEA for their roles in bringing about the
meeting, Dr. Piksaikin for his key role in these arrangements, and all the
participants for their earnest efforts in these discussions.

The chairman believes the proceedings of this meeting will be a signi-
ficant increment to the literature on covariances among nuclear data. A
good start has been made toward defining for which portions of the nuclear
data file we should seek quantitatively evaluated covariance files.

R. W. Peelle, Chairman


